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An integrated approach to support the transition

Favoring the transition to Circular economy supporting

• The development and the adoption of green technologies
• Green Public Procurement
• Development of common understanding on CE and establishment of partnerships with other regions at EU level
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Development and adoption of green technologies and promotion of circular economy

• Reindustrialisation and Industry 4.0 programme
• Aree Produttive Ecologicamente Attrezzate (APEA)
• Innovative start-ups and research spin-offs
• FARE Credito (dedicated tools)

Looking forward the forthcoming “CE Transition Fund” for the next programming period 2021-2027
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Green Public Procurement

• Introducing minimum levels of green goods/services in regional procurement (adoption of «green criteria»)
• Capacity building on GPP at regional level
• Providing assistance and support to local communities and municipalities for GPP (Green Managers)
• Awareness raising campaigns on Circular economy and GPP

More than 2,2Bn € of regional procurement over the last three years have been awarded applying the “green criteria” of GPP
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Actively involved in the current EU debate on circular economy

- SCREEN (H2020)
- REPLACE (INTERREG)
- GPP Best (LIFE) and GPP Stream (INTERREG)
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Key issues to accelerate the diffusion of Circular Economy in the 2021-2027 programming period

• State-Aid regulation on energy efficiency
• «End of waste» application (Waste package?)
• EU Financial tool for larger Green investments
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